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The design of AutoCAD
started as a project for a
university degree, the
B.S. in Engineering
degree, and thus was the
first design program to
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be truly integrated into a
package that allowed the
creation of actual
working drawings.
Today, AutoCAD is one
of the most popular
packages for creating
and editing design
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drawings. It is used by
thousands of architects,
engineers, and other
designers and
illustrators. For many
years it was the only
choice for those needing
to design and edit
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AutoCAD drawings, but
now it has lost its
hegemony in this market
to cheaper and more
powerful competitors
such as VectorWorks
and CorelDRAW.
However, AutoCAD
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remains the most used
and influential package,
and the history of
AutoCAD is not only
about technical evolution
and changing markets. It
is about the development
of a common language
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for design. Why Is
AutoCAD Important?
The history of AutoCAD
began with the B.S. in
Engineering degree, in
1981 at Lawrence
Berkeley National
Laboratory (LBNL). The
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program was designed by
five engineers, under the
supervision of Dr.
Gregor T. Riegler. The
goal was to develop a
program that would fit
the needs of engineering-
type work for small
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groups of engineers. The
engineers had seen a
similar project at PARC
(Palo Alto Research
Center) called CAD, and
the idea of making a
more integrated set of
tools fit for the needs of
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engineers was born. The
first AutoCAD product
was to be a desktop
application, running on
microcomputers. It was
to be a totally integrated
product: from a single
user interface, a user
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could operate and edit all
of the drawings. It was to
be a unified
programming
environment: each
drawing is programmed
as if it were a single
piece of art. That way
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the user does not have to
learn many different tool
chains. Instead the user
can easily explore and
work with the drawing at
a single level. In
addition, the system has
a built-in test mode so
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that a user can edit a
drawing without
spending hours
debugging. The final
goal was that all of the
drawings would be
integrated into a library.
This allowed the
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program to be linked to
other applications: the
library could be used to
implement the functions
needed for other
programs, and the
drawings could be shared
with other designers or
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engineers. The core of
the application, which
was to be the backbone
of the drawing, was
created in seven weeks
of intense work. There
were five major
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Customizing AutoCAD
In AutoCAD, there are
many graphical elements
and parameters that you
can customize, including
perspective, linetypes,
symbols, brushes,
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gradients, hatch fills,
grids, dimension styles,
properties, rendering
options, etc. Using the
command line interface,
the user has access to the
program's advanced
settings. For example,
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the user can create
custom linetypes, custom
symbols, custom
properties, and custom
configurations. The
commands used for such
customizations are:
Customize Perspective
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The Customize
Perspective command
allows the user to change
the default perspective
parameters, such as the
A view origin and
distance, the shape of the
viewbox, the user
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workspace, perspective
mode and a few more.
The user can change the
perspective to the default
or a custom
configuration.
Customize Linetypes
The Customize
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Linetypes command
allows the user to change
the default linetypes,
changing them to custom
ones created by the user.
Customize Symbols The
Customize Symbols
command allows the user
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to create custom symbols
by changing the default
ones. Customize
Properties The
Customize Properties
command allows the user
to create custom
properties. Customize
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Draw Style The
Customize Draw Style
command allows the user
to change the default
style to a custom one
created by the user.
Customize Settings The
Customize Settings
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command allows the user
to change the default
settings to their custom
settings. Command Line
Interface When working
in a command-line
environment, the user is
given a set of
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commands, each of
which opens an interface
for a specific
customization. For
example, a command
like Customize
Perspective will open the
Perspective dialog.
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Command Line Dialog
The command line
dialog is designed for an
interactive, command
line environment. The
dialog shows the
currently-selected object
and allows the user to
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switch to the active
(default) perspective.
Modify Perspective
Modify Perspective is
the command that allows
the user to change the
default perspective.
Modify Rectangle
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Modify Rectangle is the
command that allows the
user to change the
default rectangle
parameters. Modify
Symbol Modify Symbol
is the command that
allows the user to change
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the default symbol.
Modify Text Modify
Text is the command
that allows the user to
change the default text.
Modify Options Modify
Options is the command
that allows the user
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Oscar De La Hoya is
demanding to know why
Canelo Alvarez is hiding
behind the UFC’s
success. Although he had
initially signed a
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promotional deal with
Mayweather Promotions,
Alvarez is now partnered
with UFC president
Dana White and his
promotional company,
which is based in
Arizona. “The only thing
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I ask is why, if you’re
going to fight a Mexican
and you want to come
here, then fight a
Mexican,” De La Hoya
said to Fox Sports Radio
in Mexico City on
Wednesday. “I don’t
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understand why the rules
have changed. If he
wants to come over to
the US, then he should
fight one of the biggest
fighters in the world, the
best in the world, and
that’s what he should do.
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“My partner’s a world
champion, why are you
hiding behind the UFC
and Dana? Why are you
hiding? What do you
have to say to Canelo?
What are you talking
about?” The Mayweather
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Promotions-era De La
Hoya was a close friend
of Alvarez’s father, who
died of cancer a few
years ago. The two-
weight boxing champion
is adamant that his
biggest fight will not
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happen in a boxing ring,
and that he would rather
fight Manny Pacquiao in
Las Vegas. “This is a
great day in boxing and
in Mexico,” De La Hoya
said. “We’re going to
have a big party tonight,
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but my friend is not
here. Canelo’s not here,
I’m sorry. I want to wish
him well. We all go into
the boxing ring with the
thought that we might
die, we might fight each
other and we might die,
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but when it’s done, we
say we had a great time,
a good time, and it’s time
to make a movie. “I’ve
been in the boxing ring
and we can go out and
make a movie after that.
“When he’s in boxing
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shape, let’s go. He’s a
fantastic fighter, but he’s
been hiding behind the
UFC and Dana White. “I
want to invite him to
come back and face one
of the best fighters in the
world, and that’s me.
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“I’m a top-10, top-

What's New in the?

The Markup Import tool
can quickly scan a paper
or PDF document and
create a markup of the
information and import
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it into AutoCAD. This
tool allows users to get
feedback from printing
or PDFs that have errors
or missing information
in a new way. New for
the 3D engineering and
architectural market,
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now even AutoCAD
users with no 3D design
experience can import
3D CAD from paper,
such as 3D PDF,
SketchUp, Revit, Rhino,
and others. Continuous
Lock and Send:
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Continuous lock and
send lets you hold an
active command while
you simultaneously type
a new command. This
reduces keystrokes for
commands that are the
same or similar. (video:
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1:22 min.) Auto-
completion support has
been added for the first
time to the Continuous
Lock and Send tool. If
you press the Tab key
while you type a
command, you can auto-
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complete your command
based on context,
including Autocad
commands. The Auto-
complete uses a list of
contextual commands to
populate your command.
Blending: You can easily
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blend and match styles.
Previously, you were
required to use the
Merge Styles tool to
blend and match
linetypes. Now you can
use the Blend tool to
blend linetypes or
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linetype stacks. (video:
2:23 min.) Split Styles
tool is now available.
The Split Styles tool lets
you move and split the
styles of one linetype,
even if it is a copy of
another linetype. You
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can also reverse the split
style technique. (video:
1:35 min.) The Select
Styles tool is now
available. You can use
the Select Styles tool to
select or create a set of
styles for a linetype. You
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can select any
combination of styles
from a style set. This
tool is similar to the
Select options in the
Insert menu. (video: 2:01
min.) Resize Text:
Resize Text tool allows
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you to quickly resize
text. Text at the top of
the drawing is resized
based on the size of the
drawing. The text is
automatically resized if
you use an existing text
style. (video: 1:38 min.)
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Save your drawing as a
PDF: You can now save
your drawing as a PDF.
This new feature allows
you to automatically
open your drawing in a
new application, such as
a PDF reader, and save
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the drawing as
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System Requirements:

- DirectX: 11.0 - CPU:
i3-7100 @ 4.0GHz /
AMD FX-9590 @
4.6GHz / Intel Core
i7-6700K @ 4.2GHz /
AMD Ryzen 5 1600 @
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3.6GHz / NVIDIA GTX
1080 - RAM: 16 GB -
GPU: NVIDIA GTX
970 / AMD R9 280 /
NVIDIA GTX 960 -
Sound Card: DirectX
Compatible - Operating
System: Windows 10
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64bit - Internet
Connection: Broadband
internet connection - HD
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